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I am indeed honoured to deliver the 17th Dr KR Narayanan Oration instituted 

in memory of the late President of India, a great statesman and a close friend 

of Australia.   

 

At a time when technology is transforming the world we live in, I would like to 

take this opportunity of sharing my thoughts on how our two countries can 

collaborate to leverage technology and innovate a better future.   

 

The Technology Revolution: 

 

Information Technology, Communication Technology and Biotechnology are 

rapidly and disruptively changing the way we communicate, educate, medicate 

and eradicate.  The Internet has created the true generation gap where those 

of us who grew up in a world without computers, mobile phones and wifi have 

to adapt to an unrecognisable world that requires skills that can deal with 

instant real time responses, a transparent world where there is little 

confidentiality and above all, the ability to leverage technology to innovate 

continuously to make life simpler and more efficient.  

 

Genomics, similarly has created a new breed of life scientists and researchers 

who look at disease in a very different way than their older peers. It is no 

longer about treating symptoms but about understanding disease at a cellular 

and genetic level to deliver personalised diagnostics and therapies.   

 

Healthcare tomorrow will have no resemblance to what exists today. Imagine a 

world where every one of us will have a lifelong genome map that will be 

tracked for mutations that are linked to their disease causing potential. This 

can enable early diagnosis and early therapeutic intervention thereby arresting 

disease progression and enhancing quality of life. Or for that matter 3D 

technology that can print bespoke organs or blood vessels or bones and joints. 

Already advancements in medical science have increased life expectancy in the 

developed world to over 80 years.   
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There are 60,000 centenarians in the US today and it is estimated that there 

will be 1 million by 2050!  Tomorrow's world will have an ageing population 

but with a better quality of life where the retirement age will perhaps be 80!  

 

Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship: 

 

Technology therefore can be both daunting and tremendously exciting.  To me 

perhaps the most transformative power of technology is that of 

entrepreneurship.  Technology is unleashing innovation through 

entrepreneurial zeal like never before. No longer is value creation linked to 

scale but to the power of the idea.  In 2014 the Biotech sector raised $40 

billion through Venture Funds, Private Equity and IPOs - the highest ever to 

date. Add ICT and this number zooms to $200 billion. These technology led 

entrepreneurs are all focused on breakthrough ideas and money is chasing 

every one of them. Not everyone will succeed but we are already seeing the 

crazy valuations being ascribed to young entrepreneurs who are wet behind 

the ears in terms of business experience but smart as they come in terms of 

innovative business models. eg. Google, Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, 

Amazon Groupon etc.   This has created the 'Start up' revolution the world 

over from Boston to Bangalore, from Sydney to Singapore and from Melbourne 

to Mumbai!  

 

Let me now focus on medical and life sciences where a technology revolution is 

already apparent. Cancer is no longer a death sentence but a chronic disease. 

Rare diseases have life enhancing therapies that can save these fragile lives. 

 Miracle therapies that can make the blind see, the deaf hear and the 

paralysed walk.  One such medical innovation is an Australian hearing 

implant Cochlear to deal with deafness. Another is an Indian innovation for 

rapid TB detection.  My own company is developing the world's first oral 

Insulin as a tablet.  

 

Genomics and big data analytics are emerging areas where Indian IT skills 

provide an advantaged impetus.  Combine this with advanced scientific 

knowledge in Australia and we have a win-win.  

 

Life Sciences in general provides this powerful synergy between our two 

countries be it within academia or in business. Both nations have a strong 

tradition of Science, Medicine and Engineering which has enabled Indians and 

Australians to flourish in academic and industrial research activities the world 

over. Australia's medical intellect has been widely acclaimed with many Nobel 

prizes awarded since 1945 when Sir Howard Florey was awarded the Nobel for 

his work on penicillin. India's scientific intellect likewise has been showcased  
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by several Nobel Laureates: Sir CV Raman, Prof Hargobind Khurana, Prof S 

Chandrashekar and Prof Venkatraman Ramakrishnan. However, unless our 

respective governments recognise the potential of this scientific synergy, it will 

remain rhetoric. We need foreign policies to reflect on the power of 

collaborative innovation especially in a world that is truly boundary less, 

interconnected and virtual, thanks to technology. 

 

The Global Employment Challenge 

 

Today every economy is challenged with employment. India needs to create 10 

million jobs per year for the next 10 years to sustain acceptable GDP growth. 

European countries like Spain, Greece and Italy need to create employment for 

half its youth who are currently jobless and even a country like Australia has to 

deal with 6% unemployment.  I do believe that the job market of the future 

will not be able to rely on the traditional pillars of lifetime employment in large 

companies and the public sector. We are likely to see a much more fluid 

pattern of employment with people moving in and out of a vast number of fast 

moving companies that are small, nimble and entrepreneurial. These 

companies will be constantly evolving and reinventing themselves to adapt 

with the changing pace and face of new technologies.  It is instructive to note 

that 86% of Fortune 500 companies have either disappeared or dropped off 

the list over the last 50 years and the rate of displacement continues to 

accelerate as mega corporations like General Motors, Pfizer and Microsoft try 

to stave off the challenge from the likes of Tesla Motors, Gilead, Google and 

others. Creative disruption is radicalising the market place where leadership is 

transient and innovation is king.  

 

An Accidental Entrepreneur: 

 

I remember when I embarked on my own employment journey, it started right 

here in Australia when I graduated as a young brewer from the Ballarat 

Brewing School in 1975. My aspiration was to pursue a professional career in 

brewing anywhere in the world. However, I was unprepared for the hostility 

and gender bias that I faced from the brewing industry which saw me turn to 

entrepreneurship quite by accident and become a job creator rather than a job 

seeker!  I therefore call myself an accidental entrepreneur as I never thought I 

was capable of starting my own business.  This was an inflection point that I 

can proudly reflect upon and realize that instead of the one job that I was 

seeking, I have created 7000 today and if I add the ancillary businesses that I 

rely on or support, it has had a multiplier effect. This is the power of 

entrepreneurship that must be unleashed the world over. India and Australia 

should create a borderless, virtual ecosystem that fosters a start-up culture 
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 that can create thousands of technology led enterprises that can generate 

millions of jobs.   

 

The Advent of Microcomputers and Genetic Modification: 

The 1970s was undoubtedly the advent of the technology era. In 1973, 

Biologists Herb Boyer and Stanley Cohen showed the world that it was possible 

to take a human gene and put it into a bacterium to mass-produce the protein 

expressed by the gene. Three years later, Boyer teamed up with a venture 

capitalist Bob Swanson to form the world's first Biotech Company Genentech, 

with the goal of genetically modifying bacteria to produce Human Insulin. 

Coincidentally, I chose to adopt the same technology in 2001 to produce 

recombinant Human Insulin not in a bacterium but in a yeast.  

The 1970s also saw the appearance of micro-computers like Apple 1 and Apple 

2 and the UNIX operating system that became the standard networking 

protocol in the early years of the Internet.  

Biotechnology and information technology were in their nascency and the 

communication technology that we take for granted today was probably still in 

the realm of science fiction then. In fact electric typewriters, calculators and 

the Sony Walkman were probably considered the ‘technological marvels’ of 

that time! It is interesting to note that they do not exist today!   

The India of the 1970s was primitive and under resourced.  Only the privileged 

and affluent had landline telephones and black & white television sets with a 

single channel for viewing.  Computers and mobile phones were objects of 

science fiction.  When I started my Biotech Company in 1978, I did not have a 

telephone line nor did I have a computer.  When I arrived at Tullamarine 

Airport in 1973, Australia seemed light years ahead of my home country with 

telephones and multi-channel TVs and 24X7 electricity.  

Fast forward to 2015 and you will see that there is very little to differentiate 

the youth in India or Australia. The youth of today’s globalized world live fast-

paced lives, multi-task and seek out new avenues for themselves enabled by 

the technology of the day. Smart phones enable them to be omnipresent while 

the internet provides them access to real time knowledge, something that was 

simply not possible in the 1970s.  

 

Technology has played a transformative role in India’s development.  A country 

that had no phones in the 1970s leapfrogged to mobile phones with over 800 

million subscribers making it the largest market for mobile phones.  Digital 

Technology has also enabled India to develop a mega population database  
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with Unique Identification Numbers which has been leveraged for bank 

accounts and direct cash transfers for subsidies and welfare schemes.  Another 

electronic marvel is that of our voting system where over 500 million cast their 

votes electronically in the recently conducted General Elections.  India has 

embraced technology to address a number of challenges in health, education, 

agriculture and governance.  Today India is developing a Universal Healthcare 

System based on Electronic Medical Records and e-Health Centres that rely on 

modern computer aided diagnostics.  MOOCs and computers are enabling e-

Schools, Technical training and higher education.  India’s daunting challenges 

throws up unlimited opportunities to innovate and create business solutions.  

Therein lies the entrepreneurial potential. 

 

Building a Knowledge Society Together 

 

The building blocks for close cooperation between India and Australia to create 

a knowledge society are already there.  Australia is a destination of choice for 

Indian students seeking an overseas education and the number of Indian 

students in Australia continues to grow. In 2014, over 36,000 Indian students 

were enrolled into Australian Universities which is a tad higher than UK. 

Moreover, India and Australia have a history of robust, productive and 

sustained bilateral research collaborations. E.g. The Australian Centre for 

International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) collaborates with the Indian 

Council for Agricultural Research (ICAR) on a range of problems of mutual 

interest, such as food security, the management of natural resources etc.  

Closer cooperation and collaboration between India and Australia can create a 

Knowledge Society that can unleash the huge potential of the entrepreneurial 

energy in their respective societies.  It could lead to the creation of start-ups 

that think locally but have the potential to make enormous global impact. 

 

Start-ups: Creating Jobs of the Future 

 

Bangalore is today the start-up capital of India and accounts for nearly 30% of 

the country's start-ups.  Sydney is home to half of Australian start-ups. What 

these two cities share is a conducive entrepreneurial ecosystem that links 

research, capital and technology-led ideas to the market place.  The 

opportunity lies in bringing these two ecosystems together through policies 

and mechanisms that unleash the combined strengths of all such ecosystems 

in both countries.  

 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi recently paid a historic visit to Australia 

breaking a 28 year old jinx and reinforced the importance of building strong  
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bilateral ties between our two countries. Premier Tony Abbott echoed these 

sentiments and welcomed the ongoing and emerging business partnerships 

especially in mining and IT.  

 

Whilst the focus was on mega projects, the opportunity to create a partnership 

in the SME sector through techno-preneurs was not emphasized adequately. 

 The potential of jointly taking innovative ideas to global markets is compelling. 

As Mike Cannon Brookes co-founder of one of Australia's most successful start-

ups Atlassian said "Australia does not offer the scale to support a credible 

start-up sector that can compete with those in the US, China and India". In 

2014, Indian Start-ups attracted $ 1.8 billion, China $3.5 billion whereas 

Australian start-ups received $111 million. This is no indication of the quality of 

innovation but rather the ability to scale up. There exists therefore a natural fit 

for partnership with India which offers both size and scale in markets, 

manufacturing and services. My own business philosophy is driven by a sense 

of purpose to provide affordable access to life saving and life enhancing 

biotech drugs through economies of scale. I often say, a blockbuster drug is not 

about realizing a billion dollars of sales but about treating a billion patients.  

 

As a first generation entrepreneur who started my own business in response to 

my unsuccessful job pursuit, I urge every jobless person to opt for self-

employment.  If I could build a billion dollar business on a foundation of 

innovative ideas and meagre resources; with no business experience but with 

abundant spirit and youthful confidence, anyone can do so.  I have also learnt 

along the way that innovation creates value and differentiation builds 

competitive advantage.  I have also realized that businesses need to evolve 

dynamically as a way to adapt and leverage new technologies. I started out as 

a Biotech entrepreneur with a mission to 'green the world' through innovative 

enzyme technologies for a diverse range of industries. Over time, this mission 

changed to "heal the world" as I reinvented our business to develop a range of 

biotech drugs for cancer, diabetes and auto immune diseases for patients in 

India and the developing world. Today, we are focused on personalising our 

products for global markets by adapting to new technological breakthroughs in 

gene based diagnostics and smart medical devices that connects us with 

patients through a novel service delivery model.  However, this is not through 

being vertically integrated but by partnering with multiple providers of smart 

and innovative technologies. These companies are precursors of what the 

future holds - a vast and vibrant market place of millions of small medium and 

large enterprises symbiotically interconnected to deliver superior and 

sustainable solutions.  A future which unleashes the power of 

entrepreneurship and innovation for a better life.  

 

Thank You   


